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Unit 14: ge, dge 

Teacher Page 
In this lesson students learn: 

 to spell words ending with the /j/ sound  

 to know when to use /ge/ and /dge/ in words 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Note: It is essential that children know the difference between long and short vowel sounds and can 
hear the difference between these vowel sounds. 

 
Common Spelling Errors We Make 

Students might use “ge” rather than “dge” in words requiring the “d.” 
 

Teaching Rationale 

 The pre-test can be given for this set of units to help the teacher know who needs more help and 

for possible words to use as personal words. 
 This lesson can be introduced with the two word sorts attached to this teacher page. The first sort 

is for the “ge/dge” spelling. The second sort is for “ch/tch.” Students should first complete an open sort 
with the class, a partner, or independently as the teacher chooses. Then discuss what they observe about 
each column of words. How are the words in each column similar/different? Label the sort categories. 
(The discovery page can also be used to glean this information from the students.)  

When introducing this unit have some fun with the need for the short vowel to have protection 

from the “evil” silent “e.” “J” is never found at the end of a word and short vowel words don’t end with 
silent “e.” So why is there an “e” at the end of these short vowel words? The purpose of the “e” at the end 
of these words is so the “g” makes the /j/ sound. Without it, the “g” would make the hard “g” sound. 
Vowel/consonant/silent “e” words are long vowel words. The silent “e” doesn’t affect the vowel when it 
is separated by two consonants.  

 The rule for “ge/dge” is very similar to the rule for when to use “ch/tch.” Generally, short vowel 
words make us write more letters. Using the “evil e” story and the writing more letters story to describe 

which spelling to use might help children remember these rules better. This is a good time to review the 
“ch/tch” rule learned in second grade. The review section of this unit practices this rule. 

 There is a separate word sort for the –ge/dge (page 1) and –ch/tch (page 2). Some of these words 
are the same as the ones attached to this teacher page, but some are different. Decide whether students 
need more practice on this concept. This can be used for re-teaching or reinforcing the rule. There are 
only two levels of sorts for this unit. In Sort Level B the students should be aware that the two (2) vowels 
should be in the same syllable. Therefore, the word “attach” belongs in the “Other” category. 

 There is a section on page 2 of the test with dictionary respellings. If the dictionary lesson below 

hasn’t been taught, please disregard this section of the test when administering it. 
 

Dictionary: (See Lesson 6 Dictionary Folder) 
 This lesson can be completed at any time. Students are introduced to the pronunciation key and 

how to read the dictionary respelling of words. There is a pronunciation key in this lesson in case you do 
not have dictionaries to use. If you have dictionaries in your classroom locate the pronunciation key in the 
dictionary. The words used for designating the correct pronunciations, and the location of the key is not 

The Rule:  Use “-dge” to spell the “j” sound at the end of words with a short vowel right before 
the /j/ sound. 

Use –ge in words with all other vowel sounds and words that have another consonant sound 
before the /j/ sound. 

 



the same in all dictionaries. Spend some time on the symbols used and the sample words. Have students 
think of some other words with the same sounds as those in the key. Then look them up in the dictionary 
to see if the respelling symbol is the same.  

 Students can complete the game activity at the end of the lesson and play with a partner. They 

will need scraps of paper or 3x5 cards. There is no teacher prep needed. 
Lesson Focus 

 

 

 
 

 

Launch Pad 
Games  

Web http://www.woodlands-
junior.kent.sch.uk/interactive/literacy.html#12 all skills 

 

http://www.spinandspell.com/ ; good words for grade 1 and 2. 

http://www.kidsspell.com/ 

http://www.spellingcity.com/  
The above 2 sites have games with words of all levels or individual’s 

words can be entered for practice. 

 

Previous Lessons 

for  

Re-teaching or 

Practice 

Grade 2 Unit 23: Soft g/hard g 

 

 
 
 

  

 What part of the word determines the spelling? We need to listen if the vowel sound is a long 
vowel or a short vowel.   

 What decision do we have to make? If the vowel sound is short, we spell the final /j/ sound 

with the “dge.” If the word has a long vowel sound, we spell the final /j/ sound with “ge.” 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.woodlands-junior.kent.sch.uk/interactive/literacy.html#12
http://www.woodlands-junior.kent.sch.uk/interactive/literacy.html#12
http://www.spinandspell.com/
http://www.kidsspell.com/
http://www.spellingcity.com/


Sorts needed to complete the unit pages. 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

bench itch beach pitch coach march 

reach catch watch pooch teach patch 

 
 

badge strange fringe fudge stage bridge 

huge judge large edge change charge 



Unit 14: -ge/-dge; Review -ch/-tch 
         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

Read these words. These words all end with “-ge.” 

cage  stage  huge 
What kind of vowel sound do they have? 

Now read these words. 

range    strange   
How are these words different from the first three words? 

 

 

Both of the above sets of words have a long /a/ sound.  

Read these words. 

fringe   hinge 
    
What kind of vowel sound do these words have? 

 

The vowel has to be protected from the silent “e” by another letter. If the last 

three letters are VCe, the vowel can be a long or a short vowel. What consonant 

protects the vowel from the silent “e” in the above words? __________  

Read these words. 

edge  badge  ridge  judge 
 

What letter protects the vowel in these words from the silent “e?” 
 

When is –dge used in spelling the “j” sound at the end of words?( Think about the vowel 

sound.)  
 

 

 

I can be found at 
the beginning or 
middle of words, not 

the end.  

I’ll be at the end. 
But I can’t make the 
/j/ sound alone. 

I’m coming to 
your rescue! You 
need me to make a 
soft “g sound. 

Sometimes I have to 

protect the short vowel 

from you, silent “e.” 



“ge,” “dge” Rule:  “-dge” spells the /j/ sound at the end of words with a 

short vowel right before the /j/ sound. Example: badge 

Use –ge in words with all other vowel sounds and short vowel words that 
have a consonant sound before the /j/ sound. Examples: cage, fringe 

 
 

Why do these words all end with a silent “e?” _________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

 No word in the English language ends in “j.” So “g” has to spell the /j/ 

sound at the end of words. To make the “g” soft, it must be followed by the 

letter “e.” 

 

Show You Know 

Directions: Write “-ge” or “-dge” on the line to spell a word. Write the word. 

 

 

 

Check your answer at the top of this page to see if your answer matches the rule 

in the box. 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

ba____ ____________ stran_ ____________ 

Frin___ ____________ fu____ ____________ 

sta___ ____________ bri___ ____________ 

hu___ ____________ ju____ ____________ 

lar___ ____________ e____ ____________ 

char__ ____________ chan__ ____________ 



Sort The Words.  
Directions: Write the words in the box on page 2 in the correct column. 

Long Vowel + ge 
Vowel + Consonant + 

ge 
Short Vowel + dge 

   

   

   

   

   

 

Understand the Words 

Directions: Write a word from above on the line to complete each sentence. 

 

1. Two synonyms for big are _________ and __________. 

2.  My favorite kind of candy is ______________________. 

3. You can cross over water by driving on a _____________. 

4. Some people use a _____________ card to pay for things. 

5. The _____________ noise outside my window scared me. 

6. Plays are usually performed on a __________________. 

7. Is the ____________________ in my pocket worth more 

than one dollar? 
 



Review of Previously Learned Skills: ch/tch 

Directions: Circle the correctly spelled word in each pair.  

1. bench bentch 2. ich itch 

3. beach beatch 4. pich pitch 

5. coach coatch 6. march martch 

7. reach reatch 8. cach catch 

9. wach watch 10. pooch pootch 

11. teach teatch 12. pach patch 

Sort The Words. 

Directions: Write each correctly spelled word from above in the correct 

column. 

Long Vowel + ch Vowel + Consonant + ch Short Vowel + tch 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

 Did you notice short 

vowel words always make 

you write more letters? 

-dge -tch 

 



 Dictionary Skills 
 

A dictionary can help you when you don’t know how to 

pronounce or say a word. 

The pronunciation is listed for most entry words. It is written in special 
symbols.  

 

 

 
 

The “o” has a mark over it. Now look in the key on the dictionary page. It will 
give the “ô” and next to it will be a word you know. This helps you pronounce the 

vowel sound in fall. 
 

Find these words in a dictionary. Write the pronunciation for each word. 
 

false _________ awful _________ 

log _________ because _________ 

daughter _________ brought _________ 

*chord _________ *chore _________ 

At the bottom of the dictionary page you will find a Pronunciation Key.  

The pronunciation key will have a symbol (like ă ) and a word after it. The 
letter in the respelling is pronounced the same as the letter in the word following 

the symbol. Most of the letters in the key 

are vowels. If a letter isn’t shown, say it 
as the sound of the letter. (example: b) 

For the sample above (fôl) find “ô” in 
the chart. “Paw” is the word given. “Aw” 

is bold. “ô” is pronounced as /aw/. 

 

 

 

fall (fôl) v. To drop or come down freely. 

ă cat ĭ   sit oi   oil     th  bath  
ā  day ī  side oo look  th   bathe 

â  care î  fierce oo  tool  ә=a in 

ago, item 

ä  father ŏ  pot ou  out                   

pencil  

ĕ  get  ō no ŭ    cut      

atom 

ē  me  ô   saw û    fur      

circus     ch  chin  sh  she zh  measure 
  
         

 

   

  



Look at the respelling for chord and chore.  

*Look at how the “ch” is spelled in each respelling.  

Why? 
 

 

Here is the respelling for machine. 

Ma • chine (mә   shēn) In the respelling: 

 ә replaces the “a” in machine. Look at the pronunciation key on the previous 

page. 

  “ә” is pronounced like the “a” in _________________ 

 “sh” replaces the “ch” in machine.  

“sh” is pronounced like the “sh” in _________________ 

 “ē” replaces the “i” in machine. 

“ē” is pronounced like the “e” in ____________________ 

Use the Pronunciation Key on the previous page to answer these questions. 

hasty (hāst • ē) ā is pronounced like the “a” in ____________ 

bridge (brĭj)  ĭ is pronounced like the “i” in ____________ 

   “dg” is pronounced like ________________ 

   The “e” is not shown so it is silent. 

Here’s a word you probably don’t know. Can you figure out how to pronounce 
it? 

howdah (hou • dә) Check with a partner. Did you say it the same way? Look in 

the dictionary.  

What does howdah mean? 
__________________________________________________________________ 

 

Activity: Cut a 3x5 card in half or use small pieces of paper. On one half write 

a word, on the other half write its pronunciation. Do this for several words. Mix up 

the cards. Trade them with a partner. Match the word with the pronunciation. Can 
you figure out how to pronounce all the words? Switch partners and try again. 



Unit 14: -ge/-dge; Review -ch/-tch 
         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Read these words. These words all end with “-ge.” 

cage  stage  huge 

What kind of vowel sound do they have?  long vowel 

Now read these words. 

range    strange   

How are these words different from the first three words? These words all 

end with nge. 

 

Read these words. 

fringe   hinge 
    
What kind of vowel sound do these words have? short 
 

The short vowel has to be protected from the silent “e” by another letter. If the 

last three letters are VCe, the vowel becomes a long vowel. What consonant 

protects the vowel from the silent “e” in the above words? ___n_______  

Read these words. 

edge  badge  ridge  judge 
 

What letter protects the vowel in these words from the silent “e?” d 
 

When is –dge used in spelling the “j” sound at the end of words?( Think about the vowel 

sound.)  
 

dge is used to spell the j sound when the word has a short vowel sound and 

the only letter between the vowel and the silent e is g. 

 

I can be found at 
the beginning or 
middle of words, not 

the end.  

I’ll be at the end. 
But I can’t make the 
/j/ sound alone. 

I’m coming to 
your rescue! You 
need me to make a 
soft “g sound. 

Sometimes I have to 

protect the short vowel 

from you, silent “e.” 



“ge,” “dge” Rule:  “-dge” spells the /j/ sound at the end of words with a 

short vowel right before the /j/ sound. Example: badge 
Use –ge in words with all other vowel sounds and short vowel words that 

have a consonant sound before the /j/ sound. Examples: cage, fringe 
 

 

Why do these words all end with a silent “e?” the silent e makes the g say 

the soft g sound. 

 No word in the English language ends in “j.” So soft “g” has to spell the /j/ 

sound at the end of words. To make the “g” soft, it must be followed by the 

letter “e.” 

 

Show You Know 

Directions: Write “-ge” or “-dge” on the line to spell a word. Write the word. 

If the word has a short vowel sound followed by the /j/ sound, write “–dge” on 
the line. If there is another consonant protecting the vowel sound write “-ge.” Read 

each word to check if it is correct. 

 

Check your answer at the top of this page to see if your answer matches the rule 
in the box. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

badge badge strange strange 

fringe fringe fudge fudge 

stage stage bridge bridge 

huge huge judge judge 

large large edge edge 

charge charge change change 



Sort The Words.  
Directions: Write the words in the box above in the correct column.(any order) 

Long Vowel + ge 
Vowel + Consonant + 

ge 
Short Vowel + dge 

stage large badge 

huge charge fudge 

 change bridge 

 fringe judge 

 strange edge 

 

Understand the Words 

Directions: Write a word from above, on the line to complete each sentence. 

 

8. Two synonyms for big are large and huge. (any order) 

9.  My favorite kind of candy is fudge. 

10. You can cross over water by driving on a bridge. 

11. Some people use a charge card to pay for things. 

12. The strange noise outside my window scared me. 

13. Plays are usually performed on a stage. 

14. Is the change in my pocket worth more than one 

dollar? 
 



Review of Previously Learned Skills: ch/tch 

Directions: Circle the correct spelling of each word.  

1. bench bentch 2. ich itch 

3. beach beatch 4. pich pitch 

5. roatch roach 6. march martch 

7. reach reatch 8. cach catch 

9. wach watch 10. pooch pootch 

11. teach teatch 12. pach patch 

Sort The Words. 

Directions: Write each correctly spelled word from above in the correct 

column. 

Long Vowel + ch Vowel + Consonant + ch Short Vowel + tch  

beach bench itch 

coach watch pitch 

reach march catch 

teach  patch 

roach   

pooch   

   

 Did you notice short vowel words 

always make you write more letters? 

-dge -tch 
 

 

  

 



Dictionary Skills 
 

A dictionary can help you when you don’t know how to pronounce or say a 

word. 

The pronunciation is listed for most entry words. It is written in special 
symbols.  

 

 

 
 

The “o” has a mark over it. Now look in the key on the dictionary page. It will 
give the “ô” and next to it will be a word you know. This helps you pronounce the 

vowel sound in fall. 
 

Find these words in a dictionary. Write the pronunciation for each word. 

(Answers depend on dictionary used.) 
 

false 
______________

__ 
awful 

_____________

__ 

log 
______________

__ 

beca

use 

_____________

__ 

daugh

ter 

______________

__ 

brou

ght 

_____________

__ 

*chor

d 

______________

__ 

*cho

re 

_____________

__ 

At the bottom of the dictionary page you will find a Pronunciation Key.  

The pronunciation key will have a 

symbol (like ă ) and a word after it. The 
letter in the respelling is pronounced the 

same as the letter in the word following 

the symbol. Most of the letters in the key 
are vowels. If a letter isn’t shown, say it 

as the sound of the letter. (example: b) 

For the sample above (fôl) find “ô” in 
the chart. “Paw” is the word given. “Aw” 

is bold. “ô” is pronounced as /aw/. 

fall (fôl) v. To drop or come down freely. 

ă cat ĭ   sit oi   oil     th  bath  
ā  day ī  side oo look  th   bathe 

â  care î  fierce oo  tool  ә=a in 

ago, item 

ä  father ŏ  pot ou  out                   

pencil  

ĕ  get  ō no ŭ    cut      

atom 

ē  me  ô   saw û    fur      

circus     ch  chin  sh  she zh  measure 

  
         
 

   

  



Look at the respelling for chord and chore.  

*Look at how the “ch” is spelled in each respelling.  

Why? “CH” has 2 different sounds. 

 

 

Here is the respelling for machine. 

Ma • chine (mә   shēn) In the respelling: 

 ә replaces the “a” in machine. Look at the pronunciation key on the previous 

page. 

  “ә” is pronounced like the “a” in ___ago______ 

 “sh” replaces the “ch” in machine.  

“sh” is pronounced like the “sh” in ____she_____ 

 “ē” replaces the “i” in machine. 

“ē” is pronounced like the “e” in _____me________ 

Use the Pronunciation Key on the previous page to answer these questions. 

hasty (hāst • ē) ā is pronounced like the “a” in __day_____ 

bridge (brĭj)  ĭ is pronounced like the “i” in ___sit_____ 

   “dg” is pronounced like _____j______ 

   The “e” is not shown so it is silent. 

Here’s a word you probably don’t know. Can you figure out how to pronounce 
it? 

howdah (hou • dә) Check with a partner. Did you say it the same way? Look in 

the dictionary.  

What does howdah mean? _______a seat or covered platform on the back of 

an elephant (on which to ride) 
 

Activity: Cut a 3x5 card in half or use small pieces of paper. On one half write 

a word, on the other half write its pronunciation. Do this for several words. Mix up 

the cards. Trade them with a partner. Match the word with the pronunciation. Can 
you figure out how to pronounce all the words? Switch partners and try again. 



 

Unit 14 Test: ge/dge  
 

Name___________________________ Date_________________ 

 

Part 1:  Personal Words 

 

1. ______________________  

2. ______________________  

3. _______________________ 

4. _______________________ 

5. _______________________ 

 

Part 2:  Write –ge or –dge on the line. Write the word.  

ca___ _________ fu____ _________ 

lar___ _________ e____ _________ 

ba___ _________ sta___ _________ 

chan___ _________ stran__ _________ 

ju___ _________ frin___ _________ 

bri___ _________ hu___ _________ 

ran___ _________ pa___ _________ 

 



Part 3: Write the word from above for each dictionary respelling.  

pāj ______________ fŭj ______________ 

brĭj ______________ hūj ______________ 

l ärj ______________ băj ______________ 

 

Review: Write “ch” or “tch” on the short line. Write the word on the long line. 

bea__ _____________ mar_ ____________ 

in___ _____________ pin__ ____________ 

tea__ _____________ ca___ ____________ 

stre_ _____________ wa__ ____________ 

coa__ _____________ rea__ ____________ 

 

 
  



Level A Word Sort 
Level A word sort practices words ending with /ge/. Level B practices words ending with /ch/. 

Long vowel + ge 
Short vowel + 

consonant + ge 

Short vowel + 

dge 
other 

 

WORDS TO CUT APART 

cage range fringe edge badge strange 

fudge stage huge judge change charge 

large ridge hinge age bridge page 

ledge sludge grunge singe barge lodge 

 



Level B Sorting categories 

2 vowels + ch 
1 vowel + 

consonant + ch 
1 vowel + tch other 

 

WORDS TO CUT APART 

crouch dispatch bleach screech munch starch 

drench squelch ouch porch stopwatch reach 

stagecoach sketch clutch attach ditch wrench 

pitch scratch crutch flinch crunch spinach 

 

 

 



Unit 14 Test Key: ge/dge  

 
Name___________________________ Date_________________ 

 

Part 1:  Personal Words 

 
6. ______________________  

7. ______________________  

8. _______________________ 

9. _______________________ 

10. _______________________ 

 

Part 2:  Write –ge or –dge on the line. Write the word.  

cage cage fudge fudge 

large large edge edge 

badge badge stage stage 

change change strange strange 

judge judge fringe fringe 

bridge bridge huge huge 

range range page page 

 



Part 3: Write the word from above for each dictionary respelling.  

pāj page fŭj fudge 

brĭj bridge hūj huge 

l ärj large băj badge 

 

Review: Write “ch” or “tch” on the line. Write the word. 

beach beach march march 

inch inch pinch pinch 

teach teach catch catch 

stretch stretch watch watch 

coach coach reach reach 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 



GE/DGE Rule:  “-dge” spells the /j/ sound at the end of words with a 
short vowel right before the /j/ sound. Example: badge 

Use –ge in words with all other vowel sounds and short vowel words that 

have another consonant sound before the /j/ sound. Examples: cage, fringe 
 

 

GE/DGE Rule:  “-dge” spells the /j/ sound at the end of words with a 
short vowel right before the /j/ sound. Example: badge 

Use –ge in words with all other vowel sounds and short vowel words that 

have another consonant sound before the /j/ sound. Examples: cage, fringe 
 

 

GE/DGE Rule:  “-dge” spells the /j/ sound at the end of words with a 

short vowel right before the /j/ sound. Example: badge 

Use –ge in words with all other vowel sounds and short vowel words that 

have another consonant sound before the /j/ sound. Examples: cage, fringe 
 

 

GE/DGE Rule:  “-dge” spells the /j/ sound at the end of words with a 
short vowel right before the /j/ sound. Example: badge 

Use –ge in words with all other vowel sounds and short vowel words that 

have another consonant sound before the /j/ sound. Examples: cage, fringe 
 

 

GE/DGE Rule:  “-dge” spells the /j/ sound at the end of words with a 

short vowel right before the /j/ sound. Example: badge 

Use –ge in words with all other vowel sounds and short vowel words that 

have another consonant sound before the /j/ sound. Examples: cage, fringe 
 

 

GE/DGE Rule:  “-dge” spells the /j/ sound at the end of words with a 

short vowel right before the /j/ sound. Example: badge 
Use –ge in words with all other vowel sounds and short vowel words that 

have another consonant sound before the /j/ sound. Examples: cage, fringe 
 

 

GE/DGE Rule:  “-dge” spells the /j/ sound at the end of words with a 

short vowel right before the /j/ sound. Example: badge 

Use –ge in words with all other vowel sounds and short vowel words that 
have another consonant sound before the /j/ sound. Examples: cage, fringe 

 
 

 

 


